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This invention relates to envelopes and partic 
ularly to a mailing envelope having two gummed 
?aps to permit two successive mailings. 
An object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a mailing envelope usable ?rst as third class 
mail and second as ?rst class mail. 
A feature of importance of the invention is that 

when the envelope is ?rst mailed a ?ap having 
a small gummed spot may be used to seal the 
envelope but when the envelope is remailed after 
tearing oil‘ a panel and the used flap, a flap on 
the opposite side of the envelope which is 
gummed along its full length is used to seal the 
envelope for ?rst class mailing. 
Another feature of importance is that the ?rst 

used ?ap having the spot only of gum and its 
panel may be severed along a line of perforations 
on the front panel of the envelope adjacent its 
folding line so that the opposite gummed flap 
may be readily folded over this edge of the front 
panel and the envelope completely sealed. 
And ?nally it is an object of the invention to 

form the longitudinal edges of the blank from 
which the envelope is made with the opposite 
ends of the panels on either side of the central 
panel carrying the gummed end ?aps indented 
so that the envelope may more easily pass 
through the folding machine while in process of 
formation. 
With the above and other objects in view, my 

invention may consist in the features of con 
struction and operation set forth in the follow 
ing speci?cation and illustrated in the accom 
panying drawing. 

In the accompanying drawing annexed hereto 
and forming a part of this speci?cation, I have 
shown the invention embodied in a mailing 
envelope of conventional size and shape but it 
will be understood that the invention can be 
otherwise embodied and that the drawing is not 
to be construed as de?ning or limiting the scope 
of the invention, the claim appended to this 
speci?cation being relied upon for that purpose. 
In the drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of the form of blank from 

which the present envelope is made; 
Fig. 2 is a view of the blank after the gummed 

sides have been folded inward; 
Fig. 3 is a front view of a completed envelope 

readylfor sealing for its ?rst mailing, and 
Fig. 4 is a view of the envelope as it is ?rst 

mailed after sealing. 
In the above mentioned drawing there has been 

shown but one embodiment of the invention 
which is now deemed preferable, but it is to be 
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understood that changes and modi?cations may 
be made within the scope of the appended claim 
without departing from. the spirit of the in 
vention, 
Referring more in detail to the ?gures of the 

drawing the envelope is shown as being made 
from a single sheet or blank of paper or other 
?exible material as indicated in Fig. 1. This 
sheet has a central or front panel l0 having short 
gummed ?aps II at its opposite ends and panels 
l2 and I3 extending from its upper and lower 
edges. Each of the panels I2 and I3 has short 
?aps I4 and I5 respectively upon their edges re 
mote from the central panel In. The ?ap IS on 
the panel l3 has a small spot of gum l6 enabling 
this flap to be attached to the front panel when 
the envelope is ?rst sealed as will be more fully 
described presently. The ?ap M has its entire 
free edge provided with gum as shown at 20 to 
effect a complete'sealing of the envelope when 
this ?ap is employed in sealing the envelope for 
its second or return mailing. 
When the envelope is made up ready to be 

mailed for the ?rst time the panel I2 is attached 
" to the gummed flaps l I and the panel It may be 

printed with any form of notice or other infor 
mation. The panel I3 is folded over panel [2 and 
the gum spot l6 attached by sealing to the cen 
tral panel l0. This sealing of the envelope by 
means of the gum spot encloses the gummed ?ap 
l4 within the envelope bent back upon the panel 
10 without being sealed. The envelope so made, 
folded and sealed by moistening the gum spot l6 
may be mailed as third class matter, postal in 
spection being possible by opening the ?ap at the 
gum spot l6. To open the envelope‘ it is only 
necessary for the ?rst addressee to break the seal 
at IE or to slit the envelope at the fold line 
between the panel l3 and flap- 35. 
The panel l3 containing the printed matter or 

blank form to be ?lled out by the ?rst addressee 
may be detached at the line of perforations 11. 
The detached panel l3 may then be folded and 
inserted within the permanent part of the en 
velope, that is, between the central panel l0 and _ 
panel l2. The flap [4 may then be sealed over 
onto the front panel- Ill. The panel I2 on its 
outer surface may be printed with the return 
address l8 for the reason that this surface is 
concealed by the panel l3 during the ?rst mail 
ing of the envelope. Also, when the panel I3 
is removed at the perforated line [1 the ?rst 
addressee's address will be on the side opposite 
that of the notice or printed matter of this panel. 
The lateral edges 19 of the panel [3 are dis 



posed as shown in Fig. 1 somewhat indented 
within the limits of the ends of the central panel 
Ill. The panel l3 when separated from the panel 
I 0 along the line I 1 after being suitably ?lled out 
by the ?rst addressee will ?t, after being folded, 
within the envelope for its return mailing. The 
perforated line IT for detaching the panel l3 
enables the ?ap M to be conveniently sealed 
ready for remailing the envelope for the reason 
that the panel I 2 is slightly wider than the panel 
In after removal of the panel l3 and the flap I4 
folds easily over the edge left by this perforated 
line, the indented edges l9 of the panels I 2 and I3 
also facilitate passage of the sheet through the en 
velope machine when the sheet is being gummed 
and folded. Preferably and as shown in Figs. 1 
and 2 the ?aps H extend along the end fold lines 
of the central panel in from one of the longi 
tudinal fold lines of the central panel to the 
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line of perforations I‘! to facilitate tearing off 
the panel I3. 

I claim as my invention: 
A return mailing envelope formed from a single 

elongated blank, comprising a central panel, 
panels extending from the opposite longitudinal 
edges of said central panel, fold lines at the 
longitudinal margins of said panels, a line _of 
perforations on said central panel adjacent one 
of the longitudinal edges thereof, and gummed 
flaps extending from the end edges of said cen 
tral panel and disposed entirely between one of 
the longitudinal fold lines and said line of per 
forations, whereby the panel adjacent said line 
of perforations ‘may be torn from said central 
panel along said line and with the portion of the 
central panel between said line of perforations 
and the adjacent fold line, 

HARLAN M. WHITMAN. 


